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Abstract: We propose and investigate a new type of photonic crystal (PhC) cavity for integrated
quantum photonics, which provides tailored optical modes with both confined and extended spatial
components. The structures consist of elongated PhC cavities in which the effective index of
refraction is varied quasi-linearly along their axis, implemented by systematic lateral shifts of the
PhC holes. The confined modes have approximately Airy-function envelopes, exhibiting single
peaks and extended tails, which is useful for optimizing single photon extraction and transmission
in integrated quantum photonic devices. The measured spectrally resolved near-field patterns of
such devices show the expected spatial and resonance wavelength behavior, in agreement with
numerical simulations of the Airy-Bloch modes. The effects of fabrication-induced disorder on
the mode features are also analyzed and discussed. Selective excitation of specific Airy-Bloch
modes using integrated, site-controlled quantum dots as localized light sources is demonstrated.
Based on the tilted-potential cavity, multiple-QD single photon emitters exploiting wavelength
division multiplexing are proposed.

© 2019 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement

1. Introduction

Tailoring the features of photonic confinement in nanostructures provides means for adjusting the
spectral and local density of states of electromagnetic modes. Such adjustments are useful for
tailoring the optical interaction of atoms, molecules and solid-state nanostructures embedded in
the modified photonic environment. For example, placing semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) in
nano-photonic cavities of small mode volume and high Q-factors is useful for efficient extraction
of single photons emitted by the QDs, enhanced by the Purcell effect [1]. Coupling of QDs
to photonic waveguides, on the other hand, enables single photon transport over macroscopic
distances [2], which can be exploited for qubit transmission in quantum networks [3]. More
generally, integration of QDs with specific configuration of photonic cavities and waveguides
is being explored for the realization of integrated quantum photonic circuits, for producing,
manipulating and detecting single photons on-chip [4–9].
The dual goal of efficient single photon extraction from the light emitter and its subsequent

transport to a prescribed destination on the chip requires opposing features of the confined
photonic mode. Whereas efficient extraction exploiting the Purcell effect benefits from a highly
confined mode, photon transport necessitates the use of extended photonic modes. An optimal
design of a single photon source on-chip thus involves the optimization of the spatially localized
and extended aspects of the photonic modes employed. One approach towards this goal has been
the integration of coupled cavity-waveguide structures implemented in a photonic crystal (PhC)
membrane system [10,11]. Optimizing the optical coupling between the cavity and the waveguide
and avoiding mode localization due to disorder can yield efficient single photon “injectors” for
in-plane photonic integration [12,13].

In the present work we propose and demonstrate a new type of PhC cavity supporting modes
with specifically tailored spatial distributions of intensity. The cavities exhibit linear effective
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mode index variation along their axis, yielding Airy-function-like near field envelope functions,
analogous of confined particle states in triangular-potential quantum wells. The resulting
Airy-Bloch modes are highly localized at prescribed locations along the cavity, but exhibit
extended tails across its entire length, which makes them suitable for single photon extraction and
transport when used with properly positioned QDs. The effect of fabrication-induced disorder on
the mode structure is also discussed. Selective excitation of specific Airy-Bloch modes using
site-controlled pyramidal QDs is demonstrated as a first step towards making efficient single
photon injectors for integrated quantum photonics.

2. Concept

The tailored-index structures are derived from long Ln PhC membrane cavities (membrane
effective index neff.

slab) in which the effective mode index neff.
mode of an otherwise uniform cavity

(or W1 waveguide) is varied quasi-linearly along the cavity axis (see Fig. 1). A missing row of
holes in the triangular PhC lattice defines the axis of the long cavity. The first rows of PhC holes
on both sides of this defect are shifted outwards by s(x), each hole shifted proportionally to its
position x along the axis, with shifts s= 0 and s= smax on each cavity termination, respectively.
These linear shifts result in an approximately linear increase in the local effective index neff.

mode

of the waveguide or long-cavity confined modes, yielding cavity-confined modes with near field
patterns and resonance frequencies that can be tailored by proper selections of smax. The local
effective index, referred to in Fig. 1 at a given position x along the cavity, corresponds to the
effective index neff.

mode of a uniform W1 waveguide or a long Ln cavity of width w+ 2.s(x). The
dot-dash line represents neff.

mode for the unmodified uniform cavity structure of width w. The
triangular “quantum well” thus formed confines optical modes with different photon energies E0,
E1, . . . .

The mode patterns of such cavities (neglecting disorder and residual absorption) were simulated
using a 2D finite difference method (FDM) [14]. Although 3D simulations would also provide
a fair estimation of the modal Q-values, the real Q values are eventually limited by band-tail
absorption and disorder (see experimental results below). Figure 2 displays the results for a
triangular lattice PhC structure with pitch a= 225 nm, hole radius r= 65.8 nm and maximum hole
shift smax=20 nm, based on a uniform L61 cavity fashioned in a GaAs membrane of thickness
t= 250 nm. The calculated energy-position diagram (Fig. 2(a)) shows a series of confined modes,
with a major peak of the spatial pattern (envelope function) increasingly shifted to the narrower
end of the cavity (smaller x) for increasing mode energy. The envelope functions of the spatial
mode distributions exhibit Airy-function like patterns [15], with the major lobe attached to a
“tail” extending to larger values of x (Fig. 2(b)). The envelope functions of these Airy-Bloch
modes are superposed on a periodic pattern (Bloch term) reflecting the periodicity of the base
PhC structure. For a fixed value of smax (or, equivalently, tilt of the effective index versus x),
the main lobe of each mode is uniquely correlated with its energy, as denoted by the black and
whites dashed lines in Fig. 2. Alternatively, the problem could be solved semi-analytically by
employing the envelope-function formalism developed in [16]. By first simulating the bare GaAs
slab dispersion, introduction of the W1 PhC waveguide structure defines the guided waveguide
bands arising from lateral confinement. Discretization of the bands into modes of a Ln cavity
results from additional waveguide termination along x. Finally, modification into a tilted cavity
recovers the Airy-Bloch confined modes. These unique mode patterns should be useful for, at the
same time, efficient single photon extraction from a semiconductor QD placed at the major lobe
and guiding it along the extended tail of the mode towards a detection path. Quite similarly to
the trade-off required for a photon to leak from a cavity coupled to a waveguide channel, here
a selection of the cavity tilt and specific Airy-Bloch mode would lead to compromise between
sufficiently intense main lob and adequately long wavefunction tail.
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Fig. 1. (a) Schematic top-view illustration of the tilted-index GaAs membrane cavity
(bottom) and its mode effective index variation, also showing the resonant mode energies
(top). (b) Scanning electron microscope top-view images of a fabricated structure, with
magnified view of the two cavity edges. Designed smax=30 nm.
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Fig. 2. Numerical simulation of the near-field intensity distributions of the lower-energy
modes in a tilted-index cavity. (a) Energy-position plane presentation, with mode intensity
integrated in the y-direction; upper panel shows the intensity distribution of the mode in
frame in the x-y plane. (b) Spatial intensity along x of the first ten confined modes. Vertical
dash-dot lines mark the left and right boundaries of the cavity. Parameters used: smax=20 nm,
pitch a= 225 nm, holes radii r= 65.8 nm, membrane thickness t= 250 nm, center effective
index of slab neff.

slab=3.146. Dash-dot lines mark the edges of the cavity, dashed lines show
linear approximations of the shifts of main lobe peak positions with mode energy.
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3. Fabrication

The tilted-index cavities were fabricated in ∼250nm-thick GaAs membranes in which triangular
arrays (450 nm pitch) of site-controlled InGaAs/GaAs QDs were incorporated [17], serving as
integrated light sources or single photon emitters. The QDs were grown by organometallic vapor
phase epitaxy [18,19] on arrays of etched pyramids of side length spyr∼255± 5 nm, emitting
at λQD∼970-980 nm wavelength (∼1.27-1.28 eV energy) at T= 10K [18]. The designed PhC
hole patterns were implemented using electron beam lithography and inductive coupled plasma
(ICP) dry etching, properly aligned with the QD arrays using special alignment marks [17]. The
PhC holes were arranged on a triangular lattice of pitch a= 225 nm, designed for observing the
confined modes in the 900-1000 nm wavelength range. Five groups of tilted-index structures,
each consisting of 61 missing holes (Ln=61 configuration) along the cavity axis and with smax=10,
15, 20, 25, or 30 nm, where integrated on the same sample. The shifts in holes were implemented
in a step-wise fashion, with shifts of multiples of 1 nm (e.g., smax=10 corresponds to 2 non-shifted
holes and 10 groups of 6 holes shifted respectively by 1, 2, 3, up to 10 nm along the cavity axis).
Numerical simulations confirmed that such lumped shifts do not change the essential effects we
report, as compared with a smooth variation in hole positions. Each cavity type was repeated
21 times, systematically changing the PhC radius r from ∼50 to ∼70 nm in steps of 1 nm. The
GaAs membranes, initially grown on a ∼1 µm thick sacrificial Al0.7Ga0.3As layer on top of a
(111)B GaAs substrate, were released at the last fabrication step using wet etching in a dilute HF
solution.

4. Characteristics of Airy-Bloch modes

The Airy-Bloch modes, were observed by recording the photoluminescence (PL) patterns emitted
by the structures under photo-excitation. In these experiments, we used structures in which an
array of pyramidal QDs was aligned along the cavity axis (Fig. 2(a)), which permits to efficiently
excite all modes confined by the cavity. The samples were illuminated at low temperature (10K)
by a continuous mode Ti:Sapphire laser beam at λexc.=730 nm wavelength (photo-excitation
above the GaAs bandgap). The excitation spot was shaped into a ∼2× 20µm2 stripe using a 50X
objective lens (NA= 0.55) and a cylindrical lens, for nearly uniform illumination of the entire
cavity length. The spectrally resolved (diffraction-limited) near field of the photo-excited cavities
was constructed by using an f= 30 cm lens to image the nearfield pattern on the entrance slit of
a iHR550 spectrometer equipped by a 76mm*76mm grating (1200grooves/mm, dispersion of
1.34 nm/mm) and dispersing it on its liquid N2-cooled CCD camera (see [20] for more details).
In this way, spectrally resolved near field patterns of the modes were acquired, with a spatial
resolution of ∼1 µm and spectral resolution of ∼80µeV.
Figure 3 (center panel) shows the measured spectrally and spatially resolved images of the

optical modes for fabricated structures with smax = 10, 20, and 30 nm. The estimated values of
the hole radii and smax were based on SEM measurements on similar test structures fabricated
during calibration runs. At the high excitation power employed (Pexc.=2mW), each QD and its
InGaAs barriers emit in a broad spectral range (∼830-1000 nm), permitting the excitation of all
cavity modes spatially and spectrally overlapping with the light source. The measured patterns
exhibit the typical Airy-Bloch mode patterns expected. Due to the finite spatial resolution, only
the envelope functions of the modes are observed (i.e., the Bloch terms could not be resolved).
The simulated patterns corresponding to the measurements are also displayed in Fig. 3,

excluding (left column) and including (right column) disorder effects. The hole radii employed
were selected so as to fit the observed mode energies. The main features of the Airy-Bloch
modes, particularly the principal and secondary (“tail”) lobes, as well as the spectral and spatial
distributions, are largely reproduced in the experiments for the larger potential slopes (smax=20,
30 nm). A specific feature of the energy-position patterns is the virtually linear dependence of
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Fig. 3. Simulated and measured spectrally-resolved near-field patterns of tilted-index
cavities with smax=10, 20 and 30nm: simulated without disorder (left column); measured
(center column); simulated with disorder (right column). Brightness scale for measured
patterns corresponds to intensity (linear scales). Upper panel shows the experimental
pumping arrangement. Dash-dot lines mark the left and right boundaries of the cavity.
T= 10K, excitation power (density) Pexc.=2mW (∼2.5 kW/cm2).

the mode energy on the position of the main mode lobe, characterized by the slope dE/dx (see
also Fig. 2). These slopes decrease systematically with decreasing values of smax, with close
agreement between experiment and modelling. This slope serves as a useful design parameter
for tailoring the positions of the main lobes, hence the QDs eventually coupled to the modes,
versus cavity resonance.

The Airy-Bloch mode patterns become significantly distorted for the smallest hole shift
smax=10 nm. In this case, the main intensity peak of each mode is not always located at the
smallest x value, and the mode intensity is more randomly distributed along the cavity. These
features are closely reproduced in the simulation by including fabrication-induce disorder in the
form of random variations in hole radii and hole positions [20,21]. To simulate the disorder
effects, we calculated the mode patterns assuming Gaussian distributions in hole radii and hole
positions around their mean values, with standard deviations σr=1 nm and σa=1 nm, consistent
with our previous studies of disorder in similar PhC structures [20]. For smax=20 and 30 nm, such
disorder is relatively weak, resulting in slight displacements of the mode energies and positions
of the main mode lobes. On the other hand, for smax=10 nm, the “deterministic” linear variation
of the effective index along the cavity is too weak and the disorder introduces effective index
variations that determine the mode energies and shapes. Interestingly, this analysis also serves
as a tool for discerning the optical disorder in the system, via the observation of the minimum
potential slope (or smax) needed to impose the deterministic Airy-Bloch mode pattern on the
mode structure.

More details on the observed Airy-Bloch modes are given in Fig. 4. The polarization-resolved,
spatially integrated optical spectra shown in Fig. 4(a) display modes strongly polarized in the
y-direction (see Fig. 1), exhibiting quality factors as large as 10’000. These values are not limited
by the setup spectral resolution but rather by GaAs absorption bandtails and PhC disorder [22].
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The spatial intensity patterns of the observed Airy-Bloch modes (envelope functions), directly
extracted from the energy-space plots in Fig. 4(a), are displayed in Fig. 4(b). They are in good
agreement with the near field patterns obtained from the numerical simulations.

Fig. 4. Mode features of the tilted-cavity structure with smax=30 nm (T= 10K, Pexc.=2mW
(∼2.5 kW/cm2). (a) Left panel: quality-factors and polarization-resolved spectra; right panel:
enlarged spectrally and spatially resolved mode patterns. See Fig. 1 for definition of H-
and V-polarizations. (b) Comparisons of measured and simulated near field patterns of the
lowest energy Airy-Bloch modes. Image: measured spectrally-resolved intensity patterns.
Dotted lines: measured (normalized) x-profiles obtained directly from the energy-position
plots. solid line: normalized simulated near-field patterns, intensity integrated along the
y-direction for r= 66.5 nm. Calculated modes are vertically shifted to fit mode energies.

The slope dE/dx, defined in terms of the energy E of a given Airy-Bloch mode and the
position x of the envelope-peak of its main lobe, globally represents a particular tilted-potential
cavity, and its value is important for designing the integration with arrays of site-controlled
QDs. Figure 5 summarizes the slopes measured for several fabricated structures, and compares
them with the results of numerical simulations. The experimental results are displayed only for
smax>10 nm, as the smallest potential tilt do not produce mode patterns of well-defined dE/dx
slopes (see Fig. 3). The simulations excluding disorder largely follow the measured results. The
fabrication-induced disorder was modelled by introducing Gaussian distributions of the PhC
hole positions and radii, with center values of r= 65 nm and a= 225 nm, and standard deviations
of 1, 2 or 3 nm (10 statistical samples). The effect of disorder on the values of dE/dx is small
but discernible. It should be noted that the calculated slope for the disorder-free structures with
smax=10 nm is significantly lower than the value expected from the linear fit to dE/dx for larger
values of smax. This deviation on slope occurs at dE/dx∼1.3meV/µm, which corresponds to a
local variation of effective index of dneff

mode/neff
mode∼dE/E∼10−3, which is another measure of

the disorder-induced effective index fluctuations.
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Fig. 5. Comparison of measured and simulated slopes dE/dx of the Airy-Bloch mode
main lobe positions versus maximum hole shift smax. Red circles: experiment; shaded
areas correspond to the statistical 1, 2, and 3σ variations of slopes measured from several
structures and± 1, 2, 3 nm uncertainty in actual smax values. Blue squares: simulations
including disorder; shaded areas correspond to the statistical 1, 2, 3 variations e of slopes
extracted from simulations including both σr=1 nm and σa=1 nm for Gaussian distributions
of hole radii and positions. Solid lines are linear fits to the corresponding symbols. Green
triangles: slope values extracted from simulations without disorder; error bars correspond to
10% percent uncertainty in parameters. Solid green lines: linear for smax=10-15 nm and
smax=15-30 nm. Right column: energy-position mode patterns of selected corresponding
measurements and simulations indicating the main lobe positions; smax=20 nm.

5. Selective Airy-Bloch mode excitation

The peculiar mode patterns of the tilted-index structures allow selective excitation of a par-
ticular Airy-Bloch mode using a properly positioned, site-controlled light source. This can
be accomplished with site-controlled QDs, thus permitting the transfer of the extracted single
photons along the tilted-index cavity to a prescribed destination. Such integration of a QD with a
tilted-potential cavity is useful for optimizing the required mode intensity distribution: peaked
intensity at the QD site for enhancing the Purcell effect, and a delocalized wavefunction tail for
efficient photon transfer.
Such selective Airy-Bloch mode excitation was implemented by fabricating tilted-index

cavities with single pyramidal QDs located at specific positions along the cavities. A particular
configuration employed is depicted schematically at the top of Fig. 6. The structure incorporates
two pyramidal InGaAs/GaAs dots, QDA and QDB, separated by sufficiently large distance to
allow their individual optical excitation by the focused laser beam. The alignment precision of
the QDs with respect to the cavity is better than 50 nm, achieved using proper alignment marks
in the electron beam lithography processes involved [17].

Figure 6 demonstratesAiry-Blochmode selective excitation using a systemof two InGaAs/GaAs
pyramidal QDs, positioned at x=−3.4µm and+ 6.1µm (see scale in Fig. 1; x= 0 is at the cavity
center). For the specific structure shown, smax=20 nm and r≈58 nm. The QDs are grown in
pyramids of the same nominal size (pyramid side sQD∼243± 5 nm), emitting from the ground
s-states around λQD∼980-990 nm (∼1.25-1.27 eV) at T= 10K. The stripe geometry of the exciting
laser spot provides simultaneously localized light sources at two specific positions along the
cavity. At high excitation power of Pexc.=2mW (2.5 kW/cm2) (Fig. 6(a)), each QD emits in
broad band through excited and barrier states and tails, exciting preferentially the Airy-Bloch
modes with the main lobes at the QD positions. Comparison with the calculated Airy-Bloch
mode patterns (white curves in Fig. 6) allows the identification of the modes that are selectively
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Fig. 6. Selective excitation of Airy-Bloch modes using single, site-controlled QDs placed
at specific positions along the tilted-index cavities (smax=20 nm, r≈58 nm). Upper panel:
schematics illustration of the cavity-QD system. (a) and (b): energy-position plots of
mode patterns for Pexc.=2mW (∼2.5 kW/cm2) and Pexc.=10µW (∼12.5W/cm2). T= 10K.
White curves show simulated Airy-Bloch modes (smax=20 nm, r= 65.2 nm, t= 250 nm,
neff.

slab=3.14, no disorder). Vertical orange and green dash-dot lines mark positions of the
two QDs. Dashed orange and green boxes specify the s-shell emissions of, respectively,
QDA and QDB.

excited. The single-QD nature of the light sources is revealed by examining the patterns at
much lower excitation level (Pexc.=10µW (12.5W/cm2), displayed in Fig. 6(b). At this low
excitation, the emission spectrum exhibits sharp, localized emission lines related to the s- and
p-states of the QDs. The difference in emission energies of QDA and QDB is a result of the
inhomogeneous broadening of the emission of the QD ensemble. The p-state transitions of QDA
feed the excitation of the higher order Airy-Bloch states localized at the left-hand part of the
cavity. On the other hand, the s-state transitions of QDB emit at energy higher than the energy of
the Airy-Bloch modes localized at its position, and hence cannot excite any cavity mode. Several
design parameters are available for achieving resonant coupling between the QD emission spectra
and the Airy-Bloch modes: the PhC hole radii for shifting the mode energies as a whole, the size
of the pyramids used for growing the QDs for shifting their emission spectra [18,19], and the
value of smax for adjusting slope dE/dx and thus the mode dispersion. Eventual fine tuning can
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be accomplished via temperature variation [23,24] or applications of electric [25] or strain [26]
fields.

6. Conclusion

In conclusion, we proposed and demonstrated tilted-index PhC membrane cavities that confine
Airy-Bloch optical modes. These modes are unique in two respects. First, their spatial patterns
are highly non-uniform. They exhibit both a localized part and an extended, delocalized tail,
allowing efficient single photon extraction and transport to a remote location when properly
coupled to a site-controlled QD. One example of a specific use is the integration of a grating
coupler to the end of the cavity (extended tail side), which would couple the photons into
free space as readily done with uniform cavities and waveguides [12]. Second, the group of
Airy-Bloch modes displays a characteristic dispersion of their energy versus the location of
their main-localized lobe, represented by the slope dE/dx defines and analyzed above. This
feature allows the design of multiple-QD systems emitting at prescribed wavelengths, coupled
collectively to the tilted-index cavity. The high-precision site-control of the pyramidal QDs is
a natural outcome of their growth in lithographically-defined pyramidal pattern. The control
on their emission wavelength stems from the controlled dependence of their growth rate on the
size of the pyramidal recess [18,19]. More generally, integrating site- and energy-controlled QD
systems with such tilted-index cavities would permit the generation and on-chip routing of single
photons for applications in integrated quantum photonics.

Appendix

The optical modes of the tilted-potential photonic crystal (PhC) cavities were simulated numeri-
cally using a 2D finite difference method [14]. First, the effective index neff.

slab of the uniform
GaAs suspended membrane was calculated, using the estimated membrane thickness, at the
measurement temperature and for the membrane thickness. The value for the GaAs refractive
index [27] was selected for the approximate wavelength at which the confined modes were
expected (around 980 nm). The 2D PhC hole pattern was then simulated in the form of air-holes
of uniform radii r on a perfect triangular lattice of pitch a, except for those surrounding the cavity,
as described in the main text. The confined modes were calculated for each tilted-potential cavity
configuration, i.e., the specific number of removed-holes and maximum shift smax.

Next, to account for the dispersion of the refractive index of GaAs nGaAs, the effective index of
the membrane was recalculated for the wavelength of the tilted-potential mode at the center of
the Airy-Bloch mode group (“center mode”) found in the initial approximation. The entire set of
the Airy-Bloch modes was then recalculated for this corrected value of neff.

slab. At this stage,
the energy of the center mode almost perfectly matched (within less than ∼100µeV) the photon
energy for which nGaAs was set. At the subsequent steps, the effective index of the membrane
was corrected successively for each mode around the center mode, such that improved mode
resonances were obtained for all simulated modes. The entire energy-position pattern was finally
constructed using the thus corrected images for each individual mode. This procedure yielded a
mode patterned with energies consistent with the wavelength dispersion of GaAs, with maximum
error of 100µeV. An example of such simulation is given in Fig. 5 (green triangles in left panel
and top image on right column).

In the article, all other simulated Airy-Bloch mode patterns were calculated using a simplified
approach. After simulating the mode pattern with the refractive index nGaAs calculated at
wavelength λ0 yielding an accurate value of the energy E(0)(λ0) of the center mode, we estimated
the correction ∆E in the energy of a neighboring mode E using the relationship

∆E
E
≈ −
∆neff .slab

neff .slab
, (1)
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accounting for the change ∆neff.
slab in the effective membrane index due to the shift in the

resonance wavelength (at λ) with respect to the center mode. Thus, starting with the first-order
approximation for a mode energy

E(correct.)(λ) ≈ E(0)(λ0) −

(
neff .slab(λ) − neff .slab(λ0)

neff .slab(λ0)

)
· E(0)(λ0). (2)

The accuracy of this approximation was checked by comparing the calculated resonances using
the iterations described above and this simplified approach. We find that the approximation yields
resonance energies that agree within ∼1.2meV across the entire band of the Airy-Bloch modes
discussed in the article.
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